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Regis celebrates King's
dream with teach-in
by Del Stark
Co-Editor

Martin Luther King Jr. was a
man with a dream. a vision of
peace and justice, a man shot
dead over a quarter of a century
ago by an assassin. Yesterday
marlced the first ever Regis celebration of the life and teachings
of Dr. King; never before did
Regis commemorate Dr. King
and what he stood for. After a
quarter of a century Regis is
now up to speed.
The celebration was a success in extraordinary fashion,
but the Student Government,
who organized the event thanks
to student input at the All
Campus Leadership Rem:at, was
bard pressed to sell the observance to administrators.
Some administrators feared
that students would take the
day as a ski holiday and not
attend a day long teach-in while
others speculated and feared

that the day would be a bomb.
Administrators gave students
a chance, a teach-in day for a
celebration, classes were
canceled for a day filled with
activities and discussions.
"The day was a day on instead of a day off," said Student Executive Board President, Todd LaSala. Yesterday was a pilot show to see if
such a celebration would pan
at Regis and it looks like MLK
day is here to stay.
Over 70 people attended the
early morning prayer service
and more than 300 listened to
Denver District Attorney
Nonn Early's keynote address.

Afternoon events could not
be covered due to publication
deadlines, but with the moming' s turnout it should prove
to be just as well attended.
Everyone entering the cafeteria for MLK Day events
couldn't help but notice the

banner displayed in the background of the speaker's podium.
I tread, "If you want peace work
for justice." With this sentiment the perspective of the day's
celebration was well understood.
The day began with an ecumenical prayer service with
music presented by the Shorter
A.M.E Gospel Ensemble. The
service was highlighted by a
fable depicting God's creation
of the Earth and life on Earth.
With this fable Dr. Martin Luther King Jrs. beliefs and teachings were expressed.
The fable said that when God
created the living creatures of
the Earth; he-kind. she-kind,
and animal kind, He did not

make everything the same or
just one kind. God made various kinds of life all with colorful skin, fur, and feathers.
In the beginning the creatures

nver District Attorney, Norm Early shares his thoughts on
artin Luther King Jr., racism, and the criminal justice system
uring his keynote address. Early offers a challenge for us _to
ocus on King's dream throughout the year.
Photo Editor/Highlander

Please see King p.12

Frantz-Murphy to share Middle
East experience with Regis

Marriott's philosophy;
catering to student needs
by Andreatta Grisenti
Staff Reporter

sionally and personally. I cannot express my enthusiasm for
Senior Reporter
OnJanuary 14, 1993,Dr.Gla- the experience."
Traveling together the group
dys Frantz-Murphy, Associate
Professor of History and Politi- met with government leaders,
cal Science, returned from a toured universities and musestudy tour to the Middle East ums where they met with acawhere she spent eighteen days demics and had meetings with
traveling to Saudi Arabia and
Bahrain. Frantz-Murphy, the
only women selected for the
trip, accompanied 12 other academics and two group leaders
from the National Council on
US-Arab Relations. She was
asked to go to the Middle East
because of her active involvement in Middle Eastern Studies
and with the Model Arab Le.ague.
"The first time I was asked to
go on one of these trips, I passed
on the opportunity because of

by Stephanie Roller

business leaders, learning first
hand about Saudi Arabia and
Bahrain. "I came back from
this trip a different person. I've
traveled all over, but Saudi
Arabia is totally different," said

Please see Travel p. 12

other commitments, and because
I had already visited one of the
cmmtries, Syria. I went to Saudi
Arabia with no specific expectations. I got 2,000 times more
out of the trip than I could have
expected, academically, profes-

Dr. Frantz-Murphy settles into the new semester afer 18 days .
of travel in Suadi Arabia and Bahrain. She looks forward to
sharing her experience with the Regis commuity.
Photo Editor/Highlander

"If it ain't broke, break it,"
says Gary Coyle, food services
director at Marriott.
He goes on to explain that his
comment is just a variation of
Marriott' s pledge to continually improve its service, take
risks and be customer-driven
and innovative. He remarks:
"We want constant change for
the customer; we don't want
the status quo. To make food
service exciting and interesting, we add new things each
semester and keep building on
those improvements to make
our service better."
Several of the changes made
by Marriott are a result of student input. At director's dinners, students are allowed to air
complaints about Marriott's
service and food and give suggestions to Coyle for improvements. Students have also given
Coyle feedback by responding
to satisfaction surveys and by
talking with him one-on-one.

Coyle is acting on many of
the student' s ideas this semester. For example, students told
him they would like to have a ·
''Gounnet Dining" program with
full linen and waited service.
Coyle expects this program to

Please see Marriott
p. 12
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Luke Richardson is happy that Regis is becoming more handicap
accessible. Automatic handicap doors were installed during recent
remodeling in West Hall, the Student Center and Loyola.
Andreatta Grisenti/ ffighlander

Dustin Delredge takes advantage of the first day of the drop/add period
while Bernie Treat, data entry clerk, assists in the procedure.
Photo Editor/Highlander

N~t Seen at Regis: Terry Schmidt, popular political science professor, is on sabbatical
this semester and will be back to continue classes in theAndreatta
Fall . Grisenti/Highlander
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Once a month all of the students will participate in an event
either at Regis or in the community.
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North High of 60 percent. This
is the highest in the State.
Because Regis is a member
o f the Northwest community
and because "service to others"
is part of the educational mis-

are from the area and need
someone to help them practice
their event and offer them
encouragement and support.
If you are interested in participating in either of these
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Beyond the classroom
The Model League of Arab
States is back this semester and
looking for people interested in
participating in an interactive
and educational program that
goes beyond the c.wsroom right

This year the Model League
will include a service component in which each student will
be assigned to help prepare a
High School team to participate in a High School Model

into the real world.

League to be hosted by Regis
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Teikyo - Regis connection end~

R

Lwas

·1 f1~\iw~~ , 1,111>::>

lhis l)toiram. \here are O\>\)Ortu- \Jniven.it'j on At>ti\ 3td.
nities for travel and students Toe commitment will involve
will be eligible for a payed primarily three meetings dur- The club registration guidelines were
inadvertently left out of this year's
summer internship in Washing- ing the semester with the high
Student Handbook and should have
school
sponsor
and
their
deleton D.C., as well as, a six week
run as follows:
summer fellowship in Aleppo gation. Interested students Club Registration Guidelines
Syria where students can earn should contact Gladys Frantzsix credits in History and Lan- Murphy in the History and
Regis University encourages the
guage. Participants will also Political Science Department. formation and sponsorship of student-run organizations in order to
visit the archeological site at
advance our mission of "developEbia; the biggest archeological
ing men and women in the service
finding since King Tut's tomb.
of others". In particular, such groups
enhance the diversity of activities
in our community and provide leadership opportunities for our stu· The Teikyo Loretto Heights University has released Regis
dents. The following guidelines infrom the responsibility to operate the academic program o~ that
clude both institutional and student
campus. Therefore, as of Monday, January 18, we ~dl no
government expectations for oblonger develop or implement that program or be responsible for . taining and maintaining club registration, both of which must be met
its academic quality.
by prospective and continuing
Michael J. Sheeran, SJ. would like to thank ever:rone who_has
groups:
been involved in working with Teikyo Loretto Heights, ?articularly Dr. Ira Plotkin, whose efforts have been extraor~i~3?'·
I. Requirements to Obtain and
I am pleased to say that Plotkin and Shelby Potts wi~l 10m us
Continue Registered Club Status
t the Lowell campus and Plotkin will work on exploI?-ng ways
support the ongoing internationalization of our cumcular ofA. Institutional expectations
ferings in all three schools.
Student organizations must
commit themselves to:

Media Day Schedule

diffi-

* Support and advance the mis-

regi~trati~n.

* Clubs should not make any
claim of endorsement of their
activities by the University without its written consent
B. StudentGovemmentExpectations:
Student Organizations are
expected to meet and maintain
the following eligibility requirements:

* A constitution that describes
purposes, membership eligibility,
officers, officer selection, dues,
events and amending process
* Designation of a University
advisor who is a full-time faculty
or staff member
* Submission of annual activity report outlining all club events,
including two social and community service projects
* Submission of annual budget
proposal
* Regular attendance by club
delegate to General Assembly
sessions.
II. Privileges of Registration
Registered student organizations are eligible to:

sion of the University
* Promote the University's values of open discourse and inquiry,
* Schedule events and activias well as the need to serve the ties in University facilities
educational needs of the commu* Receive budget funds from
nity
the Student Government
* Promote membership in the
* Use institutional office space
group to all students
as it becomes available
* Accept and promote the Uni* Use campus posting and
versity's tradition of respect
advertisement opportunities
for the dignity and worth of all
* Participate in leadership trainindividuals in the community
ing activities
* Respect the Regis Standards
* Vote in General Assembly
of Conduct and applicable, state decisions
federal and local laws
* Receive additional support
* Observe University guidelines .or resources from the University
for use of its name, logo and corpo- as it shall determine appropriate
rate identity

m. General Statement of Club
Registration Guidelines

Club registration at Regis does
not in any way imply specific
endorsement or support for the
activities of a student organization or its members, nor does the
University monitor all organization activities at all times.
The University does reserve
the right to deny club registration
to any prospective group which is
unable or unwilling to observe
the University's Handbook policies and principles for Student
Club and Organizations, to restrict or modify a prospective
club's constitution or charter to
conform with these policies and
principles, or to rescind registration of any group which has failed
to observe them. Responsibility
for such actions shall rest with
the Vice President for Student
Life, following review and recommendation of the University
Student Life Committee or the
Student Judicial Board, as appropriate.
Responsibility for reviewing
club adherence to student government requirements continues
to rest with the Executive Board
and General Assembly of the
Student Government.
NOTE: THIS POLICY WAS
REVIEWED BY THE STU·
DENT LIFE COMMITTEE IN
THE SPRING OF 1991, AND
BY THE BOARD OF TRUS·
TEES IN JULY OF 1991. IT
APPEARED IN THE 1991-92
STUDENT HANDBOOK BUT
WAS INADVERTENTLY
LEFT OUT OF THE 1992-93
HANDBOOK.
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Editorials---------From The Editor:

Fallacies of An undergrad

Regis University

Highlander
Editorial & Managerial Staff

Let's talk about the mail service. I know that for some of you my dredging up this
subject is like beating a dead horse, but simply put the Highlander got screwed by
our ever loving mail room. To justify my point let me explain what happened.

Co-Editors
Del Stark
Tammy Brannen
Senior Reporter
Stephanie Roller
Business Manager
Bridget Ireland
Recruiting
Kendra Mondragon
Photographer
Andreatta Grisenti

Sports Editor
Trey Fitz-Gerald
Entertainment Editor
Barb Shockley
Advertising Managers
Tillie Sanchez
Photo Editor
Corey S. Flanagan
Copy Editor
Jennifer Susich

Faculty Advisor
Dr. Janellen Hill Smith

From the office of the president
by Todd A. LaSala
Student Executive Board President

Yesterday was a historic occasion for
Regis University. January 20, 1993
marked the first-ever recognition of
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day by our
university.
We had a day long celebration of diversity, civil rights, and education about
Dr. King. This was more than just
another day off school for Regis stu~-.,--

..,._ _.... c

-

~-

,co,e,J-..._,.• ...,.,..

h..->n<>r-

1Dg a great man that was long overdue.
We bad a full day of information and
education in a "teach-in" sponsored by
the Student Executive Board, the Dean's
Office, and Student Life.
But the most special thing about this
day was that it was a student driven
initiative. At the Student Leadership
Retreat last Fall, we as a student body
decided that a proper recognition of
MLK Day was needed here at Regis.
Then, the Student Government received formal letters from DeSmet
H.G.B., O'Connell H.G.B., and MAAC
reiterating the importance of this agenda
item.
Once the Dean's Council approved
the Executive Board's proposal, the planning committee was assembled and they

Let's talk.

put together a solid program for the
day. Then, you the student body participated in the events and made the
day a learning experience for everyone involved.
Though Student Government spearheaded this initiative, it would never
have happened without many others
who deserve recognition.
Dawn
Harris and MAAC were an integral
part of our planning committee and
did a wonderful job. Kelly Haught and

The Highlander regularly submits articles and papers to regional and national
contests and at the end of last semester we were facing an entry deadline for one of
these contests. Our entries were to have been postmarked December 21, 1992 and
we had made prior arrangements to have the mailroom do this for us, but lo and
behold, our ever loving mailroom neglected to send out our materials until January
11, 1993. Consequently our entries were late and the judges notified us that we
couldn't be entered into the contest. What a bummer.
Some of you might think that this column sounds like a bitch letter and an attack
on the mailroom; a whining letter so that thecampus will start saying "Poor ol'
Highlander", but quite frankly the service of the mail room sucks. Our complaint
can just be added to long and ever growing list of mailroom complaints.
I have heard a lot of disdain about the mail service ranging from late mail,
departments and students receiving mail that is not their's, lost mail, damaged mail,
student's mail being tampered with, rude behavior of the mailroom employees, not
notifying students when packages arrive, and slow service.
All that I can say is that changes need to be made and I hope this column puts the
situation in perspective.

Now let's talk about the theater. What's the official and unofficial word? From
various sources and through the rumor mill I have heard that the theater is going to
be axed. Sooner or later Regis might be without a theater. Who has got the answer
to put this rumor to rest? What's the deal and what's going to happen?
Another question that I must ask is whether the administrators have put their best
feet forward and whole heartily tried to revitalize the fine arts department, theater
programming, and RUPAC? From one source I learned that key members of the
Regis community are always given complimentary tickets to plays and musicals,
but these key community leaders always fail to attend performances. Wbat
happened to support? Perhaps this information is prejudice and blown out of
the promo team at PAC printed an out- proportion. but the question must be asked of the administrators if they do indeed
somatng scneaute ana reauy goc cne support the fine arts endeavor.
word out. Jack Patterson worked very
hard to put together the panel of outAt last Regis has its own ATM machine, but how long will it take for it to be
standing faculty members who deliv- operational? Another six months?
ered a historical perspective during
session one. Dr. Catherine Baird put
Parking still sucks.
together a wonderful panel for session
two that told us about current issues in
Als~, what happened to the vending machines in the Student Center? I realize that
civil rights. Ken Phillips and Campus ~arr1ott and_ Follett sell pop and candy, but what about the people that get the late
Ministry did a wonderful job with the mght m~nch1es? The~e· ~ only the dorm machines for edibles and locked doors give
prayer service that opened the day, those. w1~out keys hnuted access. Will the Student Center ever have vending
and Christina Narracci was our public machmes m the lobby again?
relations liaison.
I would also like to thank Jim
Hey Regis - why not coughing up some money so the Chemistry and Biology
McCormick, Tom Reynolds, Jud Departm~nts can dispose of its chemical waste? Why doesn't the college loosen its
Shaver, Joyce DeNovelis, Marie purse strmgs for some waste removal? I'd hate to be a part of another fire. I'm a
Weiseth, Lynne Cassman, Norm Early, workstudy in the chemistry labs and from what I hear there is an appropriation
and particularly the Regis Faculty that problem and money needs to be generated. Maybe we can get some extra cash from
made this day what it was.
the telefund. You know that pesky fundraiser that always manages to pester our
poor ol' parents.
~lease write me and tell us (Regis) what you want to talk about. What's on your
mm~? We'll never know and can never make changes unless your voice is beard.
Until then ... late.

~~~,-

Tv.o MaN
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Highlander Staff Editorial:

Fine arts department gets 'No respect'

King Day at Regis two days late

Dear Editor,
The subject of this letter is respectthe "R" word. Specifically, I refer to
the lack of respect for the fine arts department on campus and the theater
program in particular. Recently, the
top floors of main hall were cleared of
all items stored there. The theater
department had several hundred theater chairs, which were donated to us
some time ago. They were thrown out
without telling anyone. The first knowledge that any of us had that they were
planning such a thing was when the
dumpster outside of main hall was full
of the chairs. Who in the hell decided
that we didn't need these chairs?
This incident is only the latest in a
long line that is slowly proving to me
that this administration doesn't give a
damn about theater on this campus.
The theater has not been included on
tours of the campus and the building is
used for impromptu storage. The summer school program offers an annual
high school summer theater program
and gives inexperienced and untrained
teenagers the run of our builqing and

Martin Luther King Day at Regis
UniversityonJanuary20, 1993? Anew
concept for the students, faculty, and
staff of the university that they are not
used to; this day is designed as a teachin, a day of learning -about civil rights
and a day of asking students to participate in the celebration that Regis University has rather than the celebration
that the nation has.
Opinions of the Highlander staff on
Regis University celebrating the life of
Martin Luther King Jr.
were varied. 'Tm glad that people
aren't required to go because students
that don't want to be there would detract from the event. Everyone who
shows up will be there because of their
own choice and they will learn a lot,
have fun and gain a better understanding of our past and where our future
might lead."
"Because we are offering learning
opportunities, Regis is attempting to
insure that what King strived for is still
thought about and taught to people who
may only know that he was some black
dude who was shot."
"It will probably end up being just
another day at Regis. I hope I'm wrong
and we really do benefit from the celebration or whatever it is. I can, however, understand the point of view that

thinks we should just get the day off."
"I think the holiday should be recognized, but why not celebrate it on the
actual day? If students want to attend
Denver's celebration, they can't because of classes being held."
"We are probably the only university in the nation that is celebrating
Martin Luther King Jr. on January 20,
1993; the day of the inauguration and of
a new presidency starting that will
conflict with the keynote address from
District Attorney Norm Early."
The ffighlander staff is excited that
Regis University is celebrating Martin
Luther King Day because it is an important part of history that students need to
learn about and experience. We, however, feel that celebrating Martin Luther King Day on inauguration day
inhibits the efforts of faculty, staff and
students to participate in the activities
of the national holiday (parades, rallies,
etc.) and from watching inauguration
day activities. At our first annual Martin
Luther King Day celebration, Channel
4 news wanted commentary on inauguration day activities rather than focusing on the teach-in. Lets continue the
tradition established this year with learning about Martin Luther King, but let
Regis University celebrate the holiday
along with the rest of nation.

equipment. $10,000 worth of lighting
equipment has been ruined by these
people and no reimbursement has been
made.
Maintenance men and anyone else
who has a master key to the building
wanders through whenever they please,
unlocking offices and using the phone.
The administration doesn't balk at reconfiguring a section of the building
without telling us. They placed a large
electrical closet in the comer of our
shop section, cutting our precious storage space by 1/4. The first anyone in
the fine arts department knew about
this closet was when they walked into
the building and were confronted by a
large room in one comer that wasn't
there before.
I don't see the administration throwing away the filing cabinets of the
Business division without permission,
handing out keys to the Religious Studies office, or remodeling the Education
office without notifying those who work
there. Is it too much to ask for the same
respect these departments enjoy?
Katherine Brown '94

Letters to the editor
Letters must be typed, double-spaced and
signed. Letters should be no longer than 300
words. Submissions exceeding this length
may be edited to fit available space. Include
your name address and phone number so that
we may contact you to discuss editing
-1 changes .
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Media Day attracts professionals Stone and Ostrow
by Kendra T. Mondragon

Staff Reporter
The Communications Board
consisting of the Highlander
Newspaper, the Ranger Yearbook and KRCX Regis Radio
is sponsoring the second annual Media Day on Wednesday, January 27, 1993.
Dr. Janellen Hill-Smith,
Communication Arts Chair and
Communication Board Advisor states, "The Media Day
wOlksbops are designed to focus
on "hands on" or "how to"
skills. They provide practical
information that is useful to
the student siaffs of the three
media."
Media Day is comprised of
workshops that focus on several areas of the Communication Arts field. The work-

shops are also tailored to benefit the operations of the media
clubs.
Del Stark, co-editor of the
Highlander newspaper states,
"Media Day provides information on a professional level and
is a excellent source for CA
majors and the community as
well."
Sarah Barnes, editor of the
Ranger Yearbook states, "Media
Day is definitely helpful to my
staff. It gives them a chance to
meet experienced people in a
profession they may be interested in."
Scott O'Bryan, station manager of KRCX states, " Students learn about professional
medias as they get ready to go
out into the real world. Media
Day also provides information

on the general operations of
radio that all our staff can use."
The Highlander newspaper
will sponsor a "Layout and
Production" workshop conducted by Jeff Sheppard, Director of Publications in the
Regis Public Affairs Department from 3:00 - 4:15 in the
Highlander Office. The Ranger
Yearbook will sponsor a "Photography" workshop conducted
by Dick Burnell, President of
Photo Associates Incorporated
from 4:30-5:45 in Loyola #31.
KRCX radio will sponsor two
workshops, one titled "DJ's on
Air" conducted by Greg Stone,
DJ, and Bill Betts, Promotion
Director ofKBPI 105.9 FM from
3:00-4:15 in theKRCX studio
and "Media Promotions" conducted by Kate Culligan, Mar-

keting and Promotion Director
of KHOW/KBCO radio from
4:30 - 5:45 in Loyola #27.
Media Day will end with dinner and speaker, JoAnn Ostrow,
TV & Radio critic of The Denver Post from 6:00- 7:30 in the
Pub.
If you are interested in attending any of the workshops
or the dinner, please RSVP to
the Communication Arts Department or contact Kendra
Mondragon or Dr. Janellen HillSmith for more information.

IB=Bx~••·±x~;d~·• ·• • •· •

by Tillie Sanchez

Hey,Rangers! Haveyoubeen
longing for the fresh sounds of
college radio here on campus?
Well, my friends ... your wait is
over! After a short hiatus, Regis
Radio KRCX is geared up to
resume broadcasting. On January 29, at 12 noon, the Regis
airwaves will be hit full-force
with pure, unadulterated, earpleasing hannonies.
,

'.W"ii:h

heJ

0£ some Dla-

JOr y ent D s, K:Rt:x'w111
be on the air during most of the

*

waking hours, catering to approximately 1,000 listeners
each day. The radio station
can be heard everywhere on
campus, except for DeSmet
Hall (sorry, technical difficulties, but they are working
on it), on AM Frequency 590.
KRCX' s format will range
from Alternative to Classic
Rock, with a hint of Top 40
and Country. The listening
audience will also be entertained and educated with news,
talk-shows and guest intervrews.
In the immediate future,

KRCX has some awesome
events planned, including
KRCX Kick-Off Week. The
Kick-Off will take place the
week of January 25 through
January 29. The week will be
marked by several events all
leading up to the broadcast
countdown on Friday. Some
of the highlights include: a
poetry reading at Common
Grounds on Tuesday, a "Name
Our Logo" Contest, and CD/
poster give-aways. The week
promises to be exciting, funl'illed, and an excellent op-

portunity to meet the new
KRCX staff.

*
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KRCX springs into action January 29
Staff Reporter
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KRCX - NAME OUR LOGO CONTEST

I
I Your name:
I Address:

I

I
I

I

I
~Phone#:

: \
I

\

I

~,~~~Vv~

!/'I,

:

~

I

I
I

ILOGONAME

:

I

I

•

I'

'

:1:1e winner of the KRCX - NAME OUR LOGO CONTEST I
The winner will be a I
lgue~t DJ on a KRCX radio show, and will also receive a KRCX I
t-shrrt.
I
: All entries must be returned to the boxes in the Communication I
1,~.£?!·or at the Info Desk by January 28th at 3:30 p.m.
I

I will be announced live ~n January 29th.

The Ranger is desperatelv
seeking pictures of you!·

Drop off photographs of you and
your friends in
the yearbook office on the
second floor of the
Student Center, and you will be
in the book!

---~-----~------~

BEST OF DENVER
WESTWORD 1992

"THE GRIND IS
UNCOMMON AT
COMMON
GROUNDS. AT
DENVER'S NEWEST
COFFEEHOUSE,
THE FANTASIES OF
PETER PAN AND
THE FEMINISM OF
GLORIA STEINEM
BOTH STIMULATE
DEBATES.

POETRY IS READ
ONE NIGHT AND
BEDTIME STORIES
THE NEXT.
ABSTRACT
PAINTINGS
ENLIVEN THE
GALLERY WHILE
CAPPUCCINO
SIPPERS SHARE
THE NEW YORK
TIMES AND THE
NORTH DENVER
TRIBUNE, GAMES
OF CHESS OR
TRIVIAL PURSUIT.'
BRL\JI wsaa. ·

....

ROCKY IIOIJJITADI

3484 W. 32nd Ave. at Lowell Blvd.
, ,...°!!!-MON-FRI 6:30A.M. /SAT -SUN 8:00A.M.
--SUN-THU 11:00P.M.I FRI-SAT 12:""".M.
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Entertaininent---------------

Seattle music scene comes to Denver
by Barb Shockley
Entertainment Editor

December 11, 1992 was the
date that the Seattle music scene
came to the Auditorium Theater.
Gruntruck, Screaming Trees,
and Alice In Chains all came
to provide beadbangers and alternative music lovers with the
grungiest music alive today.

Gruntruck started off the
night with the loudest, most
obnoxious, deepest music
Denver bas ever heard. Unfortunately, they only got to play
to 200 people. But the people
that did see Grun truck weren't
disappointed.
Gruntruck is probably one of
the newest, most underrated
Seattle bands to make it on the
circuit. They are only around
three years old and have only
two albums out.
Opening with "We've Got A
Lot To Say," Denver got an
earful of loud, hard-core grungemetal. Gruntruck can be compared to a 'light Pantera with a
touch of Soundgarden's Chri<.
Comell,' but others believe their
sound is incomparable and undce.sc-n b.obJe _

Being only the opening act
on a major tour, Gruntruck
pulled off a wonderful show
that deserves a clap!
Tbeydidn'thavealotoffancy
lights, stage moves or clothing,
but that's what makes these
guys special. They don't rely
on looks or gimmicks to move
an audience. Their music does
the talking.
Their set contained songs from
both of their albums Imide You
and their newest album Push,
which was released in 1992.
Such songs as "Crucifunkin' ,"
"Machine Action" and "Slow
Scorch" provided loads of
energy and action. They ended
with their most famous song
"Tribe," which is the hardest
song they have.
Before the show I was interviewing the crowd to see who
was there for whom, and I only
found one loyal Gruntruck fan.
Bob Colangelo says be likes
Gruntruck because "they play
their music to play music, they
don't play to sell out...they're
not your average, ordinary
grunge band."
Gruntruck's bass was powerful and provided lots of rhythm.
The drums were loud, but not
too powerful to overthrow the
guitars, and the vocals were
spunky, not too harsh.
Gruntruck's grade: A.
(I did take pictures of Gruntruck, but all you can see are
faint blobs on the stage. Iseriously need to take photography lessons from our photo
editor... either that or get a new
camera!!!)

Screaming Trees were the

Alice In Chains are from left to right: Layne Staley, Jerry Cantrell, Mike Starr, and Sean Kinney. Alice is one of the oldest
bands out of Seattle. They are constantly being compared to the likes of Nirvana, Soundgarden and Metal Church who are also
from Seattle.
Special to Highlander.
next to hit the stage. I had the
chance to interview them, but
unfortunately their road manager Rod Doaks couldn't ever
get a hold ofme (I apologize) .
Maybe later we can still do an
interview ...
Screaming Trees put on one
bell of a show.
They played songs from the
42 albums they have (okay,
maybe it' s only six ... ), which
gave them an edge over Gruntruck.
They played songs from "Alice Sa.id~"" ''No One .Kno'Ws,. :H

an<l their hft rrom tne Singles
Soundtrack and new album
Sweet Oblivion, "Nearly Lost
You." Their set rocked!
They played to a nearly full
arena. And to tell you the
truth, the people they played to
weren't your usual concert
crowd. The crowd was mixed
between kids under 18 in flannel shirts, cut off shorts and
high tops; and balding old
people. ldon'tthinklfitintoo
well sporting my Bang Tango
tee and black garb. But that's
besides the point, I bad fun!
During the Trees' set, everyone, old and young, were swaying to the tunes.
Screaming Trees are a different type of band than Gruntruck. They aren't as hard or
grungy, but they defiantly have
that familiar Seattle sound.
. (There's that saying again .. .I
swear, I hate it, but bow can I

refrain from saying it???)
Same as Gruntruck, they
didn't wear fancy clothing or
have any stage moves, but their
music did all of the talking for
them .
The Trees have been around
the longest of the three bands.
With more than six albums out
and about ten years of playing,
maybe this is the tour that takes
the Trees into fame and fortune. But judging from the
looks of the crowd, they could
be the next Nirvana (heh
henun .. _)

screaming Trees' grade: B.
Alice In Chains have spent
last two years opening for the
likesofExtreme,Poison, Van
Halen, Slayer, Megadeth,
Anthrax and Ozzy. They
finally landed their own tour
this time. A very successful
tour, I might add.
Alice In Chains came out into
the sold out 2,500 arena screaming "Dam That River" with
strobe lights flashing and kids
headbanging.
They played songs from both
Dirt and Facelift, but missed
songs from their EP Sap.
They gave a show that can
compare to the Bang Tango
show in September. (Oh my
God ... did that come out of my
mouth?!?)
Yeah, Alice In Chains and
Bang Tango are friends, so I
found out Infact. .. while Jen

and I were sitting waiting for
the Trees to come on, being
bothered by two old bald-headed
geezers who claimed they were
at the show to see "us", bassist
Mike Starr walked by. So, I
stopped him, got a picture (which
didn't come out either, of
course ... bow depressing!) and
him and I talked about Bang
Tango. (Mike noticed my Bang
Tango tee. You see, bis best
friend is Joe Leste', the singer
of Bang Tango, and Joe is dating Mike's sister Melinda, follow?)

Anyway, we also watched
drummer Sean Kinney walk buy

Ozzy's show in October that
bad most women in an uproar,
but others in hysterics.)
Staley and guitarist Cantrell
traded singing quite a bit. The
majority of the people in the
audience just found out what a
great singer Cantrell is. . He
sang parts of"Bleed The Freaic,"
"We Die Young," '.'Put You
Down," and "Man In The Box.''.
Drummer Sean Kinney kept
standing up to let everyone see ·
him (not because of an ego problem). Although he didn't have
a drum solo, he put the power. .
into everything Alice In Chains . •

is about. The intro to "Angry ·
us. (Oh yeah, and the Grun- Chair" proved this. Kinney's .
truck guitarist, too. I forget his beat is more that just the back~ ·
bone, it's the life and energy of . ·
name ... )
the
band.
·
But anyway, back to the
Bassist
Mike
Starr
was
into
review ...Alice In Chains had
one hell of a show! Singer the show at the beginning -~ .·
Layne Staley was playing peek- spasing out -- spinning himself;
a-boo with the audience, bid- in circles until be got so dizzy
ing behind the monitors most be needed to balance himself
on the amps. During "Would?," .
of the night.
He spent bis time wailing the "We Die Young," and "Dam
lyrics, hopping around (now that That River," be would do ·t)lis.
By the ending of the show,"
he's finally out of bis leg cast)
the
man did not move from the ·
and climbing the P.A. system
so the less fortunate in the very ominous Seattle bassist posiback could see him. He really tion. ( All Seattle bassists do this
got into the gig. (Especially too, so I've noticed. They all .
when guitarist Jerry Cantrell stand there with their bass to .
started playing a -- no lie -- their knees ... )
Although Alice In Chains- :
Bang Tango riff.)
didn't
play such familiar songs,
What surprised most people
as
"Sea
Of Sorrow," "Down In ·
was that Staley didn't say anyA
Hole,"
and "Confusion," they
thing absurd throughout the
made
up
for it by providing
entire show. (Like be did at
"God Smack," "Hate To Feel,"
"Sickman," and "Put You
Down" for the crowd.
Alice In Chains bad a lot to
give and they clearly gave all
they had. They had so much
energy and enthusiasm, it was
literally powerful.
Staley and Cantrell horsed •
around playing "Yankee
Doodle" on guitar and piggy
back riding each other across
the stage. They pushed stage
divers into the pit after pulling
them out of the crowd and poured
beer down the faces of the people
in the front row.
Ob yeah, it was a concert all
right. A damn good one, too!
Alice In Chains' grade: A++

After six albums, success has finally found The Trees.
Special to Highlander.

The whole bill averages an A.
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L.A. Guns
reaches new
depths

Arcade - More
thanjust games
by Barb Shockley
Entertainment Editor

I have some earth shattering news
for all of you Ratt and Cinderella fans.
Former singerofRatt, Stephen Pearcy,
and former drummer ·of Cinderella,
Fred Coury, have now joined forces in
a new band called Arcade.
The mail brought forth their two
song demo tape, simply called Arcade. At first listen, the two songs
''Dancin' With The Angels" and "Calm
Before The Storm" sound like old
Ratt Of cours~. with Pearcy singing
on the tracks, it is bound to sound like
Ratt.
But by the second and third listen
Arcade starts to take their own iden~
tity. Their music is melodic and fulfilling to the ear.
Besides Pearcy and Coury, Arcade
is Michael Andrews on bass and Donny
Syracuse and Frankie Wilsex on guitar.
Their full length album should be
out in the beginning of February with
a club tour to follow. Check them out,
it is worth the money. Especially if
you like the old Ratt sound.
Grade: B.

by Barb Shockley & Jen Susich
Entertainment & Copy Editors

Arcade: a new Californian band with members from Ratt, Cinderella and the Sea
Hags.
Special to Highlander.

Keiderling's Korner
by Barbara ''Keiderling" Shockley

Who's on my block? Actually, there
are millions of people on my block, it's
just that I am very selective about who
I talk about.
Keiderling's Komer
This week,
(my new pen name), we will talk about
my favorite, of course, Bang Tango.
Now, I can't understand why this band
bas not made the "big time" yet. Especially since they have been around for
five years and have toured with the likes
of L.A. Guns, Faster Pussycat, Ratt and
Warrant.
Later this year I am hoping to interview these guys to get their opinion on
why they have not made the "big time"
yet.
The reason why I like Bang Tango so
much is that they have their own particular style of music. They cannot be
compared to anyone.
They are full of groove, spunk, charisma, character, funk and rhythm.

on

Why else do I like Bang Tango so
much? It's the fact that they never take
orders from anyone at their record
company. They are a kick-ass live
band --- the best that I have ever seen.
They are a different style. They are
unique. (And as Del says, "They are
on your desk!")
· Bang Tango, to me, is what a band
should be. They don't follow any
bandwagon or join the newest phase,
they just do what they do. And what
they do is great.
I kind of wish that th.ere were more
bands out there that bad the guts that
Bang Tango bas. So I give them a
healthy "Buss Pa" (Swedish for Tally
Ho)!
Across the street from me are the
rockers Faster Pussycat. My gripe is
that they are becoming pretentious. Not
only that, but weird, too.
Sure, I get along with them o.k., it's

just that guitarist Brent Muscat bas let's just say- let bis ego get to his
head... or maybe bis hair. Have you
seen biin lately? His hair is greener
than Kermit the Frog. Well, maybe
change is good ... Sorry Brent, I bad to
rip on ya; but I still love you!
And on the comer of my block is
Ozzy. My complaint is that if be is
going to claim the end of bis touring -I wish he'd be serious about it!!!
Come on, really. We all know he is
going to tour again with Black Sabbath.
So, be can't claim he's done with bis
tour, now can be? He'll still be Ozzy
and he'll still be touring ... ob well -a
sigh.
Well, what can I say. My block is full
of complaints. Always will be. If you
have a complaint or an artist or a band,
write to Keiderling's Komer at the Highlander and I will be sure to use your
complaint wisely! See you next time!

Have L.A. Guns really broken up or
are they still together? That is the
question most people should ask by
now if they are a fan of L.A. Guns or
have been following the music scene.
Recently the Guns have been quoted
as calling ·it quits. Certain members
have been seen in other bands and writing songs with other people.
Well, L.A. Guns are still together.
And what's more interesting is that
they just released a five song EP entitled
Cuts on January 12, contrary to the
beliefs of the general public.
This EP consists of three cover tunes
and two songs written for L.A. Guns'
previous album Hollywood Vampires.
Like H.V., this EP is a little stranger
than usual. The music on this album
does not really reflect the way L.A.
Guns is portrayed through the public
eye.
This EP is not bard core, mysterious
or even psychedelic, like other L.A.
Guns albums. This is the worst L.A.
Guns album that ever bit our tape deck.
(Words a la Jen ...)
Don't get us wrong!!! We love L.A.
Guns ...BUT, this album is just plain
nerdy!
The singer of" the quintet. PhiJ Lewis.

has changed his vocal style completely.
It is not as rich, full or vibrant as it
usually is. It sounds so cheap that it
appears that the Guns did not take the
time needed to put out a quality product.
This EP was produced by L.A. Guns
themselves. Maybe that is the reason
behind such poor quality.
The songs on this EP have good rhythm
and basically good L.A. Guns style
guitars, but it's not "groovey" for a
band that bas been around for as long as
they have.
It's going to take some getting used
to, and maybe it will grow on us and we
will like it better in the future . But, for
now, it remains in the ruins somew here
in the archives collecting dust.
Grade: C-. (Could have been better.)

Hey man, don't space
out and forget to tune in
to KRCX AM 590 on
January 29 for their first
broadcast since last
spring. Kick off celebration airs at 12 noon.

~m.ijVvVu
..,

'/;,//

Proclaimed media event
of the year - Highlander.

Don't miss it!
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RU ready for the road to the CAC Championship?
earned CAC Player of the Week
Metro, a team whose personnel versity of Colorado at Colorado
honors this week as she scored
uting and helping us win."
Springs,
the
Ranger
women
is in turmoil. Surely, the Pio43 points and had 15 rebounds
Regis led most of the game
on
Fort
Lewis
88doubled
up
neers will be gunning for the
in the two wins last week.
last Saturday versus USC, but a
44
and
thumped
Southern
ColoRangers, the team they beat on
Eymann shot 17 for 18 from the
win eluded the Rangers, as the
rado
99-56
to
increase
their
a last-second, overtime 3-pointer
field to boost her Field Goal
Indians overcame a 10-point
overall
record
to
11-5.
in last season's CAC tourney
percentage to .727. Last week,
deficit midway through the 2nd
Head
Coach
LindaRaunig
was
Championship game.
her 70% mark from the field
half and won by 10, although
extremely
pleased
with
the
way
"Anytime you're coming off
was good for third in the nation
most of that margin came on
the
Rangers
battled
back
in
CAC
of some losses," says Coach
free throws down the stretch as Porter,"you always look for your play following a tough loss at among Division II players.
"Julie is having an outstandRegis fouled to get the ball
next home game to get back on the Springs.
ing year," commented Coach
"I
think
it
is
important
for
us
back.
track. So they'll be gunning for
"I was surprised by the lack
to have that killer instinct, and Raunig. "She is really fun to
us."
watch play because she has such
of effort," said Coach Porter.
by Trey Fitz-Gerald
If it is anything like last year's we definitely had it last weekgood court awareness. This year,
"We need to work bard so that
three Regis-DU games, this one end. We played smart and we
Sports Editor
she is working harder to get the
we can play up to our capabiliwill be a very emotional, in- played to win, instead of playThe Ranger Men's basketball
and has been amazingly
ties for 40 minutes."
tense, and fun game to watch. ing not to lose. We were up by
ball team went 1-1 in Colorado
One of her goals
consistent.
Is a lack of consistency reThe Rangers will definitely want 20early and didn't let them get
Athletic Conference play last
was
to
lead
the CAC in FG%
sponsible for the up-and-down
your support at 7:00 tonight at back in it."
week as their overall record fell
and
she
actually
has the opporseason bad by a team that is
University of Denver and
to 12-3. It wasn't much of a
DU.
tunity
to
lead
the
nation."
currently ranked third in the
UCCS are tied for the CAC lead
fall, but the disappointing loss
Unfortunately,
the
results of
NCAA Division II North Cenat 3-0 two weeks into the conat Pueblo to Southern Colorado
last night's matchup at DU were
tral Region and has been ranked
DU
is
the
CAC
ference
schedule.
sent Regis to fourth place in the
as high as 14th in the National
favorite, as they return four senior not available at press time .
early CAC race.
Polls? No, says Coach Porter.
to a team that bas been Saturday night's home game
starters
Earlier in the week, the
"We've been consistently
the
runner-up
two consecutive versus Air Force will be taped
banged-up Rangers (without
for broadcast by Prime Sports
mediocre, and it is my job to
years.
Tommy Crawford and with a
Network. Coach Raunig imget them playing up to their
"There
really
is
alot
of
parity
bobbled Jeff Stewart) won an
plores you, the students and
potential, so I'll take responsiin
our
conference
this
year,"
emotional home match versus
faculty of Regis University, to
bility for that. But before it's
emphasized
Raunig,
stressing
a tenacious Fort Lewis team
all over, we will be playing up
the existence of a wide-open come out and watch the Rangthat answered every Regis run
conference race. "The winner ers' intense brand of basketbut ran out of gas at the end. to par, I assure you."
"As for the rankings, I couldn't
will probably lose twice, possi- ball.
Jayson Arosteguy led the Rang"We're coming together as a
care
less.
The
only
time
they
bly more. We've won twice,
ers with 18 points and 9 reteam
and we are very exciting
but they were against the two
bounds in a game where every- matter is after the last regular- by Trey Fitz-Gerald
to
watch.
We've made a treSports Editor
teams at the bottom of the
one on the Regis squad contrib- season game."
mendous
.
improvement
and I
And since there are plenty of
The Regis University standings...so we're off to a good
uted.
think
that
too
many
of
the
stu"I've been very pleased with those Jeft, it wi11 be a bard- Women's basketball squad blew start. If we - and I mean players

Ranger Men
set to battle
DenverU.in
crucialCAC
matchup

Two 40-pt
.
wins offend
opponents of
Ranger
Women

the depth this team has shown."
i!JG.'70 .I-Io.ud Coa.~.b Lo.-110..ie Po,z--

ter. "Some of the guys who
haven't been starting, such as
Jayson, Bruce Thomas, and Joe
Quadbamer, have been contrib-

fought battle for the CAC title.

:;,..El:._=s..is~Lll..S .- b..is

s~JC,

t.:>~ig.h~ .ac

the University of Denver, a team
that is coming off of a devastating home loss to Colorado
Christian, and tough one to

out the competition on the way

to a 2-1 Colorado Athletic Con-

ference record, good for third
place in the CAC. Following a
conference-debut loss to Uni-

SENIORS
If you did not have your portrait
taken for the yearbook, you still
have a chance to get in.
Call Janssen Photography at
933-0066 to set up an appointment.
Your picture must be taken before
Monday, Feb. 1st.

So Do It Now!!!

one through twelve - perfonn

dents here are not aware of the

every night and each practice a\h\etic cal)abil\.ties of \heu:
and do what they do best, we fellow students. I challenge and
have a very legitimate chance invite them to come see the accomplishments of the Regis Athat the conference title."
Senior Center Julie Eymann letic teams."
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Career corner Life .· Directions .Center
by Carla Johnson
Career Services

The title of this collllllil could
be Get Real With Your Job
Search. A disturbing trend is
that while Career Services is
beating the bushes to get employers to conduct on-campus interviews for real job
openings, Regis seniors have
often turned down chances to
interview with these employers.
In this extremely tight job
market. where large companies are downsizing and recent graduates must compete
with experienced professionals, thumbing one's nose at
opportunities brought right to
your door may be a major
mistake.
Gary Hoover states in a recent issue of the Wall Street
Journal's publication The National Bus~ Employment
Weekly that the nation's largest new job creators are those
in the service and nondurable

goods industries.
Wal-Mart leads the list, followed by PepsiCo, owner of
Taco Bell, Kentucky Fried
Chicken and Pizza Hut. His
message: service jobs are open
to everyone and, while one's
entry level job may not require a college degree, these
types of companies have a
common practice of promoting from the front lines into
management.
This semester, companies
such as Norwest Bank, Country Insurance Company,
Western Auto, Radio Shack,
the Federal Personnel Council and Northwestern Mutual
Life will be interviewing
seniors on campus. Stop and
think before you tum down a
chance to start your career
with the essential ingredientajob.
Contact Career Services to
sign up for the required workshops and start your placement file.

Non-Alcoholic BAR
January 17-In the snack
bar free drinks from 8-10
p.m.
January 19 - Club Fair in
pub drinks, info, 11 a.m. 2p.m.
January 24- Super Bowl
in O'C mixed drinks
January 25 - "Secrets"
drinks available after program.
Look for us at upcoming
events!
Interested in bartending?
Call us!

Reserve for your club or
organization 458-4323

Last year, the Life Direction Center sponsored the
A.I.D.S.
education program, Secrets.
Secrets is a Ii ve theater production presented by Kaiser
Permanente education programming and is based on true
stories.
It provides information about

the facts of A.I.D.S. transmission and prevention while
exposing the common prejudices and misperceptions about
the epidemic.
Due to last year's successful
response to the show it will be
presented again next week on
Monday, January 25, at 8:00
p.m. in the cafeteria.

You've heard the lies,
You've heard the hype,
Now hear the truth ..

Secrets
Monday, January 25, 1993
8:00 p.m. in the cafeteria
Ignorance = Fear
An AIDS Theater Production based on True Stories
Presented by Kaiser Permanente Educational Theater Programs
Sponsored by the Life Direction Center

RESERVE OfflCERS' TRAINING CORPS
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4590 Lowell Blvd .
455-8962

10% Discount With Regis I.D.

PUT ME IN THE HOSPITAL LAST SUMMER.
Army ROTC scholarships pay off twice, with money towards your
education and five weeks of nursing experience in an Army hospital.
Hundreds of nursing students win Army ROTC scholarships every
year. You can, too.
. .
.
We 're looking for a few good nurses to JOID our team. Contact MaJor
Steve Miller, Department of Military Science, (303) 556-3490.

-,

C>e

Steve Runnings, DDS

•
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MY ARMY ROTC SCHOLARSHIP
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ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
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King con't from p. 1
of the world danced through
the day, hand to hoof and paw
to palm. At night the creatures
layed down to bed and slept
head to head, breast to breast,
together. God told all of his
creations, "Remember how I
made you and loved you so."
We have not been faithful to
Dr. King's dream; we have failed
to live as brothers and sisters
and have lost our innocence.
We pray to God to have mercy
on us."
Norm Early, Denver District
Attorney and regis Board of
Trustees member, delivered a
phenomenal address to his audienceofover300peopleguiding them to think and analyze
where they are coming from,
reject the negative and accept
the positive to end racism. Early
imparted the audience with a
simple reminder, "If it is to be,
it is up to me." If we are to

practice the ~biogs of Dr. ~g
and end racism we need to hve
our lives with love and understanding of others, it is up to us.
"Nobody wants the world to
be less than it can be, but we sell
each other out for personal. We
do a disservice to ourselves, an
injustice," said Early. This injustice is racism and a lack of respect for each other. Early said
that the root cause of racism is
not poverty, the lack of education, or the inability of people to
find jobs, it is a lack of respect.
What would concern Dr. King
if he were alive toady? Early
believes that Dr. King would
strive to end hunger, hopelessness, and war while trying to
instil a sense of community in
the world; a sense of unity. Dr.
King would continue to give his
messages oflove and peace. ''We
are one family in one home with
a common ceiling and ground,"
said Early.

THE MOST RIGHTEOUS REGIS
RALLY II
Do you want

to be

a

{j'll$'ll?

?

•

Travel con't from p. 1
Frantz-Murphy.
"My experience in Saudi
Arabia has given me new knowledge to offer Regis University
and my students. I will teach
my classes differently now
because I realized that several
issues deserve more attention
than I had given them."
This trip impressed upon me
the need to focus more on the
role of women in Middle F.ast-

the world economy. I had not
appreciated that," stated FrantzMurphy.
"One-fourth of the
world' s proven resources are in
the gulf and for long term purposes this area is strategically
important. I see U .S. interests in
this area differently than I had
before and interests in Saudi
Arabia in a light that I had not
appreciated. I have gained new
insights into the workings of the

em society and politics," Franrz-

political system that before this

''J\4y students

nip "'ere not developed to the

M ' ~ h x said.

orce me o
e an m erest m
the role that women play. This
had become something I needed
to know more about."
Geography is also a major
issue. "I thought I knew the
geography of the Middle East. I
was flabbergasted went I went
to Saudi Arabia and realized
how little I did know. I also
realized the role of the gulf in

*4900
(Ask for Kelly or stop by and sign-up!)

extent that they are now."
" - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -..
Several of Dr. Frantz-Murphy's
colleagues from the Saudi Arabian trip will lecture at Regis in
the Spring and Summer. SevAdvertising Policies:
eral will attend the Model League
The Highlander will not accept trade-outs for advertising space without the
of Arab States at the Air Force
written agreement of the editor-in-chief and the faculty advisor.
Academy at the end of April and
To buy advertising space, call the Highlander at 458 -4152 or visit the office in
return to Colcxado next year when
Regis hosts the Rocky MounRoom 211 of the Student Center.
tain Model League of Arab States.

Marriott con't from p. 1
take place in the next week.
Other Marriott promotions include "Postcard from Paradise,"
which will feature an indoor
picnic and miniature golf tournament and a wellness program,
which will provide students with
nutritional information about the
food served at Marriott.
One of the most significant
changes Marriott made is to
use Pizza Hut instead of Domino's for pizza delivery. There
were rumors that the change
was triggered by student complaints about rude Domino's
drivers. But Coyle attributes
the change to Marriott's commitment to innovation. He

Call Ad1nissions

comments that Domino's had
served Regis for over a yearand-a-half, and he felt a need to
"shake up" the pizza program.
Coyle regards Pizza Hut as better for Regis because the drivers
will honor coupons, and Pizza
Hut has taken a more aggressive
approach to advertising by supplying signs and posters for the
campus.
Coyle believes Marriott can
provide what's best for Regis by
making changes this semester
and in the future: "We don't
want to become too comfortable with what we're doing and
get stuck in a rut."

CLASSIFIEDS
Help Wanted
The Center for Service Leaming needs a student who can
worlc approximately 5-8 hours
per week from January until
the end of April. The primary
job responsibility involves
coordinating the "Cascade
Project".
This project connects 30
Regis students with area youth
from elementary age to high
school age in a mentoring/
tutoring relationship. This
position pays $6.00 per hour.
Contact the Center for Service Leaming in Loyola #12
for information and an application.
Deadline for returning
applications is January 25.

~ op/'! 1Vuv ~ / t99J
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Services
Need help with
Research Papers?
Access to all major
databases.
Provide retrieval and
selection tools.
ECONOMICAL!

Universal Information
Systems
1-800-783-7932

BEER
CHEAP BEER
with Regis I.D.
9 p.m. to close
Every Thursday
SOAPY SMITH'S
534-1111
14th & Larimer

YOUR
CLASSIFIED AD
COULD
BE HERE

CALL
ANYTIME:
458-4152

